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Calum in patriotic
mood at the JIRCs
(but who do the
arms belong to?!)
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11 Person: GRAMP Team One runners being reminded to punch by Helen Greenwood

GRAMP Team Another Eight 2nd leg setting off cheered on by last man Gordon Urqhart on right

…fixing bugs

..waiting for casualties
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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT – SEPTEMBER 2010
Hi all,
First of all – the grumpy bit: after my plea to members for comments, ideas or
complaints about our fixtures set up in my last missive I received a total of, wait for
it… no responses. Does this mean everyone’s happy, everyone’s apathetic or no
one reads my carefully crafted prose? OK, I know the last bit’s maybe over-egging it;
these words are usually typed at two minutes to midnight whilst the Editor stands
over me with a large hammer and a mean look on her face and that doesn’t inspire
the creative spark, believe me!
Anyway, Anne Hickling has done all the work for you (how many times could I have
said that about club matters over the last 7+ years) and presented her plans for next
year to the committee recently. Later in Telegramp there’s a summary of our outline
for 2011, subject, of course, to discussion with our fellow North Area clubs. This may
be a first for club democracy (but then again maybe not because nothing ever
seems to be new) but we are consulting you all about the club fixture list before it
gets nailed to a wall at the AGM, so please (!) have a think about the mixture and
number of events and give us the benefit of your wisdom.
OK, gripe over. I’d much rather think about the great weekend of orienteering I and
many club members have just enjoyed. A successful 11- and 8-Person Relay (have
you ever heard of a less enticing name for what is a good, fun event?) put on by the
club at Crathes (big cheer for Richard and Zoe). Shame we couldn’t pip FVO in
either class but our juniors showed great form.
By-the-by, we almost lost Crathes to everything but the very smallest event earlier in
the year when we were informed by NTS that we caused too much trouble and
damage but thanks to Allan Rae’s efforts we have now got back to a reasonable
position and Saturday must surely demonstrate what a good and complimentary
friend of NTS we are.
The other half of the weekend was the Scottish Orienteering League event at
Birsemore - a truly serious area and a great find by Maroc. If only we could get
another area of similar quality on our roster, but that’s maybe the topic of another
Chairman’s Chat (or should that be Chuntering?)
Pete

Deadline for articles, photos and news for next TG is 31st October please.
Emails to newsletter@ grampoc.com or post to 40 Ann St, Stonehaven, AB39 2DB
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FA’S FA AND FA DIS FIT IN GRAMP
Ever wondered about what goes on behind the scenes in the club? Here are the answers.
Rather than a dry list of roles and names, I’ve invited our key players to summarise their
responsibilities and tell us a bit about themselves.
Maybe you’re a whizz on computers, happen to know a landowner for a forest you think
would be good to map, would be interested in getting involved in coaching….
Don’t be shy! If you read about something here and think “I could help do that!” then feel free
to get in touch with the relevant folk and offer.
Ed.
Kevin Reynard

Treasurer

I write the cheques, bank the income from events and donors and
make sure we have some clue as to how much money we have to
spend on Pete's grand plans for O-domination....
Who would you like to thank (or blame) for getting you hooked on
orienteering?
Tom Collins - not the cocktail but the Religious Education teacher at
Robert Gordon's in the 1970s*. "Holy Joe" also had a significant
influence on the much more successful orienteering careers of certain Musgraves and
Greenwoods.
Best result? Or the one you're most proud of?
None in my current career (post 2007). I "retired" from orienteering in 1985 to focus on being
a student, swimming and even accountancy and only re-started when we moved to Aberdeen
in 2007. I was reasonably successful as a Junior and managed a number of surprisingly
pleasing results in 1981-1984. Happy but old memories of podiums in various relays - local,
JHI and even the JK.
Weirdest/most embarrassing O experience?
I ran full tilt into a very solid gate in Assich c.1981 - I was too busy reading the map while on
the hoof along a track and had bruises for weeks.
Which bits of O do you enjoy - Classic O/Score/Night/Sprint/MTBO/Urban/ Relays/
maps/running/Catching Features/Nopesport/CompassSport/anything else O related you can
lay your hands on?
Anything that is not too hilly or physical - the Trossachs was a nightmare for me this year. I
enjoy classic, sprint and relays, especially if on good terrain. The 2009 Six Days was brilliant
as the variety was so good. Culbin and Roseisle are hugely enjoyable so I could not figure
out why I did so badly at Forvie and Balmedie recently.
If you were to embezzle the club funds, what would you spend it all on?
I am a CA so I have ethical and professional responsibilities - and the funds are really not
worth embezzling! While we have adequate funds for our modest needs, a large donation
would be wisely spent on refreshing the map stock and developing a programme to attract a
wider base of fans/members (and pay off my mortgage).
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(*Kevin told me that he looked back through the Treasurer’s records and found his original
GRAMP ‘subs’ of 70p as a tender M13 or something similar. That equates to about £4.40 in
today’s money and makes for interesting comparison with National Junior Membership of
£6.50 at the moment. But then you get a whole load more for your money these days. Ed.)
Ali Robertson

Club Coach

Co-ordinating the coaching for the club throughout the year,
organising different levels of training, try and help develop
members’ skills. Avoid making silly mistakes out on my course (to
prove I can walk the walk rather than just talk a good game).
Who would you like to thank (or blame) for getting you hooked on
orienteering?
My dad's work colleague, Ian Hay (former Invoc member), who
talked him into taking my older brother along to an event, only for
them to enjoy it and then take myself and my mum along to another event... we went to
Darnaway in 1987 and did a White course... got completely lost and we were well and truly
hooked after that!
Best result? Or the one you're most proud of?
Most proud of competing for Scotland as a junior for 4 years in Junior Home Internationals
and Junior Inter Regionals. Proof that good coaching and a bit of training can get you
places...
Weirdest/most embarrassing O experience?
Discovering the O-ringen showers has to be one of the weirdest experiences... it has to be
seen to be believed. You'll never stand in a queue quite like it!
Which bits of O do you enjoy - Classic O / Score / Night / Sprint / MTBO / Urban / Relays /
maps / running / Catching Features / Nopesport / CompassSport / anything else O related
you can lay your hands on?
Classic O, Short races, Summer Series events, SOLs, JK, 6 Days, new O gear, planning
events, planning coaching, trying out new areas, seeing friends from across the country!
What word or expression do you overuse?
“I'm not as fit as I should be.”

Rachel Scott
Website/Newsletter
Apart from the obvious (any contributions gratefully received),
I also field queries through the website ranging from folk who
simply want advice on events to more bizarre enquiries.
For example, a solicitor wanting to know what GRAMP’s
Permanent Orienteering Course posts look like. She was
acting as Defence for Plymouth Council who were being
taken to court by a lady who'd tripped over one of their lowlevel POC posts and she needed comparative evidence. (In
case you’re interested, Plymouth Council was cleared of all
blame.)
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Who would you like to thank (or blame) for getting you hooked on orienteering? Pete.
Best result? Or the one you're most proud of?
Most proud of getting 722 points for M21L in the SOL rankings last year. Wasn't last either!
Weirdest/most embarrassing O experience?
Being caught in mid-flow by Jon Duncan. I'd like to think I contributed in some small way to
his medal winning performance by helping with the character building side of his training.
(Tip: do not assume that just because you're the last starter at a relatively small event that
you don't still have to make an effort to move well off the beaten track before dropping your
lycras!)
Which bits of O do you enjoy - Classic O/Score/Night/Sprint/MTBO/Urban/ Relays/
maps/running/Catching Features/Nopesport/CompassSport/anything else O related you can
lay your hands on?
Dabbled with all of them but at the moment I really like urban O. Maybe I was a lab rat in a
previous life and enjoy solving the “maze”? Fast and careful map reading/decision making all
the way round, plus the loving care that goes into these maps and the way that having that
map in my hand gives me the courage to go snooping through some dodgy urban areas that
I'd normally steer well clear of!
Nopesport and CompassSport are good for keeping up with what the rest of the O world is
doing/thinking and lead me to some good stuff for links from the GRAMP website to try and
keep it interesting and up to date.
What's the thing with Morph all about?
My dream job would be to work for Aardman Animations so I'm hoping the more Morph
photos I post on Flickr, the greater my chance of being talent spotted by Nick Parks and
whisked away from the humdrum.
CONGRATULATIONS!!
To Carolyn McLeod (again) – deemed 79th Best Orienteer in Britain according to an article in
CompassSport which attempted to compare all orienteers in the BOF Ranking List by
applying statistical wizardry to allow for age and sex.
To Tim and Sam Griffin on turning pro and hoovering up the cash prizes for races at nearly
all the Highland Games within a 100 mile radius. (Is this a cunning plan by Zoe, Team Griffin
coach and financial tactician, to compensate for the recent fluctuations in the BP share
price?)
To Sean O’Sullivan who came 27th in the Lairig Ghru Race with a time of 4:18:52. The LGR
is “an ultra distance hill race, between the police stations of Braemar and Aviemore, with 28
miles of spectacular scenery, run over an historic drove road rising to 2733 ft between some
of the highest peaks in Britain.” (BTW ex-GRAMP Mark Mon-Williams running for Ilkley
Harriers was 4th in 3:32:44. Good to see the Won-Millions family again at the Scolty
Summer Series event.)
To Sasha Chepelin and Rob Hickling on winning the Pitgaveney Cup and Contours Trophy
respectively for the best North Area Junior and Senior performance at the Northern Lights
Competition at SOL5.
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GRAMP JUNIOR NEWS issue 10
JIRCs SPECIAL
Back in June, Sasha, Marnoch, Katrina and Calum went
down to Wales to run for ScotJOS in the Junior InterRegional Competition, affectionately referred to as the
JIRCs. If you want to know what it’s like to run for your
country at a big event like this then read on….

Sasha: We entered the individuals car park with our
vuvuzela blasting out the window of the bus and the
nerves already hitting us. The area was almost
completely open and was really hard running on such a
hot day like this (probably about 30oC). It was quite hilly
and there were some fields where sheep were grazing
and probably quite terrified of all the runners.
Everyone from the Scottish Squad had very good runs
and Scotland ended up with 5 podium places I think.
Overall after the first day, North West were in front with
245 points, with Scotland 2ND with 233 and Yorkshire
3RD with 221 points, so it was all quite close.
A lot of pressure put on the relays the next day...

Photo permission of Rob Lines

Katrina: When we eventually arrived at the
event after the south mini bus got lost, we
could not believe how hot it was. It was a
gorgeous sunny day. We put on our blue and
white face paint and got ready to run. We all
had staggered start times.
The event was on a very open hillside used
for army training. Fortunately we didn’t have
to negotiate any unexploded bombs or army
tanks! It was a very runnable area so any
mistakes were costly as I found out where I
lost concentration at the fourth control.
It must’ve been the heat that got to me!
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It was still a very exciting day with Scotland having a few people in the top three.
Unfortunately the North West Region beat us but only by a few points. It was a great feeling
to be able to represent Scotland and I always enjoy meeting up with my friends from the
other regions.

Marnoch: On Saturday evening, after the prize giving for
the individual race, the organisers staged a “friendship
relay”, using a map of the army barracks we were staying
in (think caravan park but with big wooden huts instead
of caravans). This was a fun event for teams of three,
designed to help members of the different squads get to
know each other. Each team had to have members from
3 different regions, and at least one M/W14. Sadly some
squads weren’t as enthusiastic as others, so several
teams ended up with 2 members from the same squad
and 1 from another.
Photo permission of Rob Lines

The Relay format was designed to be simple to organise and allow for the range of
different age groups (M/W14 – 18). Each team had one map, which was handed over after
each leg, but rather than having one set course there was a score style arrangement, with a
cunning twist: rather than assigning points to each control and taking the best score, each
competitor had to visit 12 controls, and then hand over to the next runner, with the winning
team being first to finish, as with a normal relay. In theory this meant that a team could all
have run an identical course, although the time spent conferring to arrange this would
probably not have been worth it. Several teams discovered that while counting to twelve
may not seem particularly difficult, trying to do it whilst running round an orienteering course
is surprisingly tricky.
A good time was had
by all, and the format
was great fun. It was
nice to have a run
without being too
worried about
competitive element
that made the
weekend’s other races a
little nerve wracking (if
very exciting). I’m
afraid I no longer have
any idea who won, but I
think at least one
ScotJOS member made
it to the podium.

Photo by Marnoch
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Photo permission of Rob Lines
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Calum: I prefer the relay day to the individual day
because there is a great atmosphere and I enjoy
running in a team. The 16s are out first, then the
14s then the 18s. The boys’ mass start is 10
minutes before the girls. Being in the mass start is
very exciting – I can’t wait to get going. Running
first leg is good as once you are back you can
watch everyone else coming in and cheer them on.
Photo by Marnoch.

The terrain was very much like the first day - open, hilly and very runnable. I was
in a team with Matthew Galloway (INT) and Joab Matthews (Maroc). I had a very
fast, steady run sending Matthew out in a good position. Matthew pulled up a few
places putting the pressure on Joab who also had a very fast run finishing in 2nd
position, a couple minutes behind the leader. We were delighted!
Kirsten Maxwell (RR), Rona Lindsey (ESOC) and Briony Kincaid (ECKO) also all had
excellent runs, winning the girls’ relay. This gave Scotland more valuable points but
unfortunately it wasn’t enough to win overall. North West England narrowly beat us.
The prize giving is very tense as they go through all the squads’ points starting from
last position to announcing the winner. Even although Scotland came second it was
a great result and we all thoroughly enjoyed the weekend away!

Calum in the thick of the action at the start of the Boys Relay. Photo by Marnoch – see the Flickr site for more
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November 13th/14th Grampian Mountain Challenge
Sean O’Sullivan needs bodies, and lots of them, to compete and also help run this exciting
new event:
Putting controls out / collecting controls
Driving gear / equipment
Putting up tents / equipment
Registration / downloads / results
Start line / finish line
Safety cover on the hill / first aid
Email him on sean.sosullivan@ gmail.com. If you talk to him early you can negotiate a job
that allows you to compete as well if you want – more details about the event are up on the
website now. www.gmc.grampoc.com

A very warm welcome to new members:
Duncan Brawley
Siobhan and Edith Glad
Clare O’Sullivan

CLUB CONTACTS
* = committee member
Chairman
Pete Lawrence*
chairman@ grampoc.com
Secretary
Ian Hamilton *
secretary@ grampoc.com
Treasurer
Kevin Reynard*
treasurer@ grampoc.com
Mapping
Tim Griffin
mapping@ grampoc.com
Emit kit & club archive
Rob Hickling
historian@ grampoc.com
Fixtures
fixtures@ grampoc.com
Anne Hickling* (Fixtures Coordinator and Officials)
Allan Rae (Fixtures Permissions)
Adrian Will (Fixtures Registration BOF)
Membership
Jayne McGregor* membership@ grampoc.com
Newsletter
Rachel Scott
newsletter@ grampoc.com
Website
Rachel Scott
webmaster@ grampoc.com
Coaching
Ali Robertson*
Child Protection
Sean O’Sullivan*
Publicity
Gary Morrison*
Social
Helen Anderson
And don’t forget the members@ grampoc.com email address if you want to share something
with the rest of us but try to restrict it to event/club related stuff from now on please. Any
other oddballs, like the Streetview O, just email a link to me and I’ll add it to the QI bit bottom
right of the frontpage of the GRAMP website.
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When is a World Orienteering Biathlon not a World Orienteering Biathlon?
Back in June, Pete and I were discussing Jon Duncan’s recent
induction into Edinburgh University’s Sport Hall of Fame. What could
we do, as a club, to celebrate? Somehow we decided to try and
recreate an event that JD organised at Crathes way back in
December 2002 – The Inaugural World Orienteering Biathlon.
JD’s event involved 3 loops of orienteering punctuated by two
sessions of darts in lieu of the shooting, a short but punishing (uphill,
muddy) penalty loop and live commentary. Despite disgusting weather, several big names
were attracted to battle for the ‘lavish prizes’ (always a feature of JD’s events) and Ewan
McCarthy beat Murray Strain and a young Oleg Chepelin amongst others to win the Men’s
Open. Telegramp Jan/Feb 2003 has a full report of the event, signed off “Goodbye colour
coded. Be inventive. Jon Duncan”
Our event was much, much lower key and was tacked onto the end of the Aberdeen
University Summer Series event. Calling it the 2nd World Orienteering Biathlon, we also
promised ‘lavish prizes’ (Boddingtons, Tunnock’s Teacakes and wind-up toys) and, being
unable to find the original darts in the club store, we compromised with velcro darts and
boards (£1 per set from Poundland – bargain!) As this would be the second run of the
evening we limited it to two short loops of urban Sprint O, a single darts session and a very
short (flat, dry) penalty loop.
Ten game souls took up the challenge and provided entertainment as they adopted different
techniques to try and get the plastic darts to stick in very awkward, gusty conditions. Our
Women’s Veteran Champion, Sheena Farquhar, looked at one point to have decided not to
even bother with the darts as she went straight past and into the penalty loop section - it
turned out she’d just mistaken the controls as she eventually came back to have her go.
Lavish prizes were awarded to all competitors and I went home to publish the new World
Orienteering Biathlon Champions’ names on the GRAMP website.
A week later, I received this:
From: "Luboš Pribyl" <lubosp@ quick.cz>
To: <webmaster@ grampoc.com>
Sent: 14 July 2010 20:31
Attach: IBOF World Cup 2010.doc
Subject: Biathlonorienteering
Hi,
I have a question biathlonorienteering on your site? ( http://www.grampoc.com/ )
What is it and how does it work?
For the information of the International Federation biathlonorienteering is IBOF and
organizes and manages the global competition. There since 1998. Most info on the
website www.biathlon.dk or www.biathlonorienteering.se .
The closest competition is the 3rd World Cup and 4 round in the Czech Republic,
where we cordially invite you. (Info www.cbo.estranky.cz )
Sincerely,
Luboš Pribyl
Chairman of the United Biathlon Orienteering
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What the ???!
As I read the attachment and checked the links, I began to
realise that the 3rd (real) World Orienteering Biathlon was due to
take place in the Czech Republic on 30th July and that not only
did it look like we were setting up in opposition to IBOF but that
folk had probably been looking for “World Orienteering Biathlon”
online and ending up on the GRAMP website instead. Oops!
What had we inadvertently done?!
I quickly replied apologising for any confusion or offence caused
and explaining what our event involved, although omitting the
bit about velcro in case it looked like we really were taking the
proverbial! I promised to re-title our event (we now have
Scottish Oridarteering Champs) and put up a link to the real
World Orienteering Biathlon Championship website in case
anyone else was caught out.
Having checked out the links Luboš sent, I also said thanks for the invitation but it was
probably a bit late now as competitors had to supply their own 5.6 mm (.22" LR) rifle and
ammunition and, as we don’t have such easy access to guns in the UK, that could be a
problem.
Seems Luboš and IBOF have already thought that one through. They are very keen to attract
as many new people as possible to the sport, with funding available for new “states” (not sure
if that was supposed to mean starters or countries) and he sent me details of an event
coming up where you can hire weapons: 1st – 3rd October at Jílové in the Czech Republic,
entries by email by 15th September, for details check www.gpbiathlon.estranky.cz. Not only
can you hire a rifle, you can take advantage of cheap entry fees and accommodation and will
get, I’m sure, a very warm welcome.
And if you can’t make October there’s always 2011 to aim for (aim for – geddit?)
Rachel

Congratulations to our Scottish Oridarteering Champs 2010:
Mens' - Tim Gomersall
Womens' - Katrina McLeod
Mens' Veteran - Ian Hamilton
Womens' Veteran - Sheena Farquhar
Sheena is pictured (right) carbing up with baked banana and
chocolate at the Club of the Year BBQ the previous week,
obviously in careful preparation for her World Orienteering
Biathlon Scottish Oridarteering Championship performance.
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Taken from the BOF fixtures calendar and local clubs’ websites as of 30th Aug.
Bear in mind that things may change by the time the events happen so don’t take
this list as gospel truth and check on the relevant club’s website (or ask a fellow
Gramp to do so if you don’t have access.)
SEPTEMBER
10th – 12th PARK WORLD TOUR WEEKEND Scone Palace/Perth/Devilla
Some EOD* available – see www.scottish-orienteering.org/pwt2010/
18th Sat MOR Sat League Speyside High School, Aberlour GR NJ270430
EOD*, reg: 10:15, starts 10:30 – 11:30. Organiser: Phillippa Weir 01340 810631
18th Sat BASOC Loch Vaa, Boat of Garten GR NH915175
Yellow, Orange, Green Starts 13:30 – 15:30 £4/£1.50
Organiser: Hilary Quick www.basoc.org.uk
19th Sun INVOC Revack, Grantown on Spey GR NJ032256
7 colour coded courses, EOD*, reg: 10:30 – 12:30, starts 11:00 – 13:00, £5/£2
Organiser: David Summers 01463 793356 www.invoc.org.uk
25th Sat ESOC St Andrews Street and Park Races GR NO510165
Some EOD*, preentry via www.fabian4.co.uk Starts 12:-00 – 15:00 £8/£4
Organiser: Margaret Dalgleish dalgleish.margaret@ gmail.com
24th Sun ESOC SOL 6 Tentsmuir GR NO473268
Some EOD*, preentry via www.fabian4.co.uk Starts 11:00 – 13:00 £10/£5
Organiser: Ewart Scott ewart.scott@ supanet.com www.esoc.org.uk
OCTOBER
3rd Sun GRAMP Forvie NK 034289
(JD)2C and GRAMP CHAMPS EVENT
8 colour coded courses, EOD*, reg: 10:30 – 12:30, starts 11:00 – 13:00, £5/£2.50
Organiser: Anne Hickling 01224 323855 www.grampoc.com
14th Sun MOR Carse Wood, Ardersier GR NH802566
7 colour coded courses, EOD*, reg: 10:30 – 12:30, starts 11:00 – 13:00 (TBC)
Organiser: c/o Adrian Chapman 01667 461165 www.moravianorienteering.org
24th Sun MAROC Cambus O’May GR NO404981
(JD)2C and GRAMP CHAMPS EVENT
7/8 colour coded courses, EOD*, reg: 10:30 – 11:30, starts 11:00 – 12:00.
Organiser: Frances Getliff getliff@ f2s.com
www.marocscotland.org.uk
30th Sat TINTO Tinto Twin Weekend Night Event Inshriach GR NH856038
31st Sun TINTO SOL 7 Speyside somewhere!
Organiser: Marcela McLennan www.tintoorienteers.org
NOVEMBER
7th Sun MAROC Coull GR NO??????
(JD)2C and GRAMP CHAMPS EVENT
7/8 colour coded courses, EOD*, reg: 10:30 – 12:30, starts 11:00 – 13:00.
Organiser: Jayne Kerridge jkerridge@ f2s.com www.marocscotland.org.uk
*EOD = Entry On Day
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2011 EVENTS
The club committee has been discussing events for next year we are
hoping to put on an increased range of events:
2 majors

Day 2 of the Scottish 6 Days
SOL 6 coupled with the Veteran Home Internationals

5 Sunday medium (colour coded)
4 Sunday local

7 or 8 courses

3 to 4 courses

16 Wednesday Summer Series

3 or 4 courses

4 Wednesday sprint/urban events in September - 2 or 3 courses
5 Wednesday night events (GRAMP’s half of the Deeside Night Cup run
jointly with Maroc)
2 (maybe more?) sprint events in the spring working with Maroc
You’ll notice that Wednesday evening events are expanding, we’d like
your thoughts on whether we can/should try to have something going on
every Wednesday evening of the year. We could fill the gaps between
events with training runs, indoor fitness/coaching sessions, outdoor
technical training and anything else that seems like a good idea. What do
you think?
Bearing in mind that we all need to step up to the mark and volunteer to
do a bit for the club by organising, planning, controlling and/or helping at
all these do you think there are…
Too many?
Not enough?
Right mix?
Something missing?
Tell Anne and Pete now or forever hold your peace!
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SPRINT MAPS vs “NORMAL” MAPS
Here are a few important things you should know about the colours and symbols on Sprint
maps compared to those found on “normal” maps…..

Dark grey = buildings which you are NOT ALLOWED to run
through, even if you know you can take a short cut that way!
Pale grey = underpasses which you are allowed to use to run
“through” the building

Olive green = UNCROSSABLE* areas, usually
enclosed yards and gardens but can also apply to
certain patches of grass in public gardens for
example

Purple lines overprinted
on the map = Out of
Bounds (aka OOB)

Steps

Thick black lines = UNCROSSABLE* walls
Thick grey lines = walls you can climb over/jump

Really dark green = UNCROSSABLE* vegetation
usually hedges or borders

Individual
trees

Dark green = thick vegetation you can go into if
you’re daft enough!

Thick black lines with double ticks = UNCROSSABLE*
fences (on “normal” maps this just means high fence)
Thin black lines with single ticks = fences you can
climb over or duck through

*In all cases, UNCROSSABLE means NOT ALLOWED because we don’t have permission
to do so from the owners, not because we think you’re too wimpy to manage it physically!
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